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2 AMNON TA-SHMA, CHRISTOPHER UMANS, DAVID ZUCKERMAN1. Introduction1.1. History and BackgroundSipser [28] and Santha [26] were the �rst to realize that extractor-like struc-tures can be used to save on randomness. Their structure is now known asa \disperser1." They showed that good dispersers exist and left open theproblem of actually constructing them. In the early period, there was a lotof research on special cases of the problem. The general extractor problemwas �rst de�ned by Nisan and Zuckerman [18]:De�nition 1.1 (extractor, min-entropy). Function E :f0;1gn�f0;1gt!f0;1gm is a (k;�)-extractor if for every distribution X having k min-entropy,the distribution obtained by drawing x from X, y uniformly from f0;1gtand evaluating E(x;y), is within statistical distance � from the uniformdistribution on f0;1gm. The min-entropy of a distribution X is H1(X) =minaf� log2X(a)g.In other words, extractors get an input from an unknown source distri-bution X having min-entropy k, use few (t) truly random bits that are inde-pendent of the source, and extract m output bits that are �-close to uniform.While random functions are good extractors, useful extractors are explicit,i.e., computable in polynomial time. Not only do such extractors help saveon randomness in various contexts, but they have had many applications toseemingly unrelated areas. See the survey [16] for more details.The goal of explicit extractor constructions is to simultaneously maximizethe output length m (ideally, m=k+ t�2log��1�O(1)) and minimize theseed length t (ideally t=logn+2log ��1+O(1)). Often, constructions workwell for only certain values of k, and obtaining a construction that worksfor all min-entropies k has been a challenge.The progress on this problem is summarized in Table 1 for the case ofconstant error �. Early work (e.g., [41,42,18,30,32,43]) used hashing andpairwise independence in various forms, and viewed extractors as sophis-ticated hash functions. Departing from previous techniques, Trevisan [35]showed a connection between pseudorandom generators for small circuitsand extractors. Thus, Trevisan's approach viewed extractors as pseudoran-dom generators against all statistical tests. Trevisan then used the Nisan{Wigderson pseudorandom generator [17] to construct a simple and elegantextractor that uses t=O( log2nlogk ) truly random bits. As long as the source hasat least k=n
(1) min-entropy, this uses only t=O(logn) truly random bits.1 For a de�nition see Subsection 1.4.



LOSSLESS CONDENSERS, UNBALANCED EXPANDERS & EXTRACTORS 3However, if the min-entropy k is smaller, then the number of truly randombits t is !(logn) and approaches log2n.A series of papers attacked this bottleneck. Impagliazzo, et al. [10,11]used sophisticated (and complex) recursive techniques building on Trevisan'sconstruction. Reingold, et al. [24] improved their result by combining the oldhashing techniques with the new extractors, together with new ideas. Theactual parameters achieved are stated in Table 1. There was still a tradeo�however: if one insisted on an extractor that extracted a constant fractionof the min-entropy using the asymptotically optimal O(logn) truly randombits, the situation was not good. The only constructions that achieved thiswere [30] (for extremely small k = O(logn)), and [43] (for very large k =
(n)). Our results extend the range of min-entropies k for which theseparameters can be achieved to all k � 2log1�o(1)n. Our work was recentlyimproved by Lu, et al. [14] constructing extractors for any min-entropy kusing only O(log(n)) truly random bits, and outputting 
(k) randomness.required no. of no. of referenceentropy truly random bits t output bitsLower bound Any k logn+�(1) k+ t��(1) [20]and non-explicitEarly 
(n) O(log2n) 
(k) [18]work 
(n) O(logn) 
(k) [43]Any k polylog(n) m=k [32]Following Any k O(log2n= logk) k1�� [35]Trevisan Any k O(logn) k= logn [24]Any k O(logn) k1�� Cor. 5.8 (1)Any k O(log(n) 
(k) [14]Optimal output Any k O(logn+log2 k(log logk)2) k+ t�O(1) Cor. 5.8 (2)lengthTable 1. Milestones in building explicit extractors. The error � is a constant; � is anarbitrary constant.We mention that all explicit extractor constructions up to date, lose
(k) entropy (except for very low or very high min-entropies). Breakingthe entropy-loss barrier for extractor (and to some extent also for disperser)constructions seems to be the next major challenge.Our main contribution is to give a useful method for converting an ex-tractor which works well for high min-entropies into one that works well forall min-entropies. Roughly, given an extractor using a seed of length t(n) formin-entropy k, we give an extractor using a seed of length t(k2)+O(logn)



4 AMNON TA-SHMA, CHRISTOPHER UMANS, DAVID ZUCKERMANachieving the same output length. Remarkably, our construction is loss-lessand does not lose entropy. This shows that it is enough to construct loss-lessextractors for the high-entropy case. In addition, using this reduction webuild a disperser with a much smaller entropy loss than previously known.1.2. Our resultWe show how to reduce the problem of constructing an extractor for a sourcewith arbitrary min-entropy k (which has been the focus of [10,11,24]) to theproblem of constructing an extractor for a source with large min-entropy(the focus of most of the earlier work on extractors, e.g., Trevisan's work),as formalized in the following theorem (see Section 5.2 for the proof):Theorem 1.2. Suppose that there is an explicit family of (k = k(n) =n1=2; �(n))-extractors,nEn : f0; 1gn � f0; 1gt(n) ! f0; 1gm(k)o:Then for every k=k(n)�n1=2, there exists an explicit family of (k;k�1=2+�(k2))-extractors,nE0n : f0; 1gn � f0; 1gO(log n)+t(k2) ! f0; 1gm(k)o:Furthermore, if fEng are strong extractors, then fE0ng are strong extractors.We achieve this by constructing \condensers". A condenser uses a smallnumber of auxiliary random bits to transform a weak source into a dis-tribution on fewer bits that is close to a weak source with about the samemin-entropy. Our condenser uses O(logn) random bits to transform a lengthn source with min-entropy k into a distribution on (k=�)1+� bits that is �-close to a source with the same min-entropy k. We can then apply existingextractors to this shorter source. For example, applying Trevisan's extractorproduces an extractor with seed length O(logn) that extracts m=k1�� bitsfrom a source with min-entropy k, for any k. Applying better (and morecomplicated) constructions we obtain the additional result listed in Table 1.We remark that Reingold, et al. [24] also build extractors by �rst usingcondensers. However, our condensers di�er from theirs in that ours are loss-less, which means that they preserve all of the min-entropy of the source.They therefore give a truly general reduction from the arbitrary min-entropycase to the high min-entropy case for building extractors. Also, becauseour condensers are lossless, they are actually unbalanced bipartite expandergraphs with very strong expansion properties (see Section 1.5).



LOSSLESS CONDENSERS, UNBALANCED EXPANDERS & EXTRACTORS 51.3. Our techniqueThe main contribution of this paper is a construction of the condensers thatprove Theorem 1.2. We use a simpli�cation of the approach of Impagliazzo,et al. [10,11] that has Trevisan's construction at its core. In this section wegive an overview of our technique; we assume some familiarity with Tre-visan's extractor.To simplify our discussion, we will deal only with source distributions Xthat are uniform on sets of size 2k, instead of the more general distributionsX having min-entropy k. Given such a distribution X, Trevisan's functionTR :f0;1gn�f0;1gt!f0;1gm uses t=O( log2 nlog� ) random bits to produce twoconceptual objects: the output distribution TR(X;Ut) which has m bits,and an \advice string" for each x2X of length �m. In these general terms,it is easy to understand and contrast the three lines of work: Trevisan [35],Impagliazzo, et al. [10,11], and the present paper.� Trevisan proved that if TR(X;Ut) is not an extractor, then the advicestrings constitute short descriptions of a non-negligible portion of X. Forthis to be a contradiction (and hence prove that TR is an extractor),one needs k>�m, which forces k to be large (n
(1)) if t is to be O(logn).This is the bottleneck referred to in the introduction.� Impagliazzo, et al. argued that either TR is an extractor, or the advicestrings constitute short descriptions of a non-negligible portion of X. Ifthe former is true, then one has the desired extractor; if the latter istrue, then one can recursively apply an extractor to the advice stringsthemselves (as they retain most of the original min-entropy). There isnow no restriction on � and so one can have t=O(logn) for any k. Butit is a delicate balancing act to get the recursion to work properly and tocombine the various \candidate" extractors, and in the process one losessomewhat in various other parameters.� In the present paper, we simply choose m much larger than k, so thatTR cannot be an extractor, and we output the advice strings themselves.Then, unconditionally, the advice strings constitute short descriptionsof a non-negligible portion of X, and therefore retain the original min-entropy; in other words, we have condensed n bits into �m bits. We iterateour condenser, and in each step we only need to condense the sourcefrom n bits to n bits, for some <1 (regardless of the min-entropy k).Therefore, we need �m�n , and we can easily have �=n
(1), avoidingthe bottleneck altogether.In retrospect, our technique may seem an obvious simpli�cation of [10,11]. But we do need some new ideas for it to work. For example, we need



6 AMNON TA-SHMA, CHRISTOPHER UMANS, DAVID ZUCKERMANto deal with entropy instead of min-entropy for much of the proof, and weneed a strengthening of Yao's next-bit predictor lemma.1.4. ApplicationsA disperser is the \one-sided" analog of an extractor, and it is probably bestunderstood as a bipartite graph.De�nition 1.3 (disperser). A bipartite graph G = (V = [N = 2n];W =[M = 2m];E) with left-degree D = 2d is a (K;�) disperser if every subsetA � V of cardinality at least K has at least (1� �)M distinct neighborsin W . A disperser is explicit if the i-th neighbor of vertex v 2 V can becomputed in poly(n;d) time.Ideally, K vertices of a degree D graph can have KD neighbors. However,a lower bound of [20] shows that in any (K;�) disperser G=(V;W =[M ];E)the size of W must be smaller than KD. The entropy loss of a disperseris the log of this loss, i.e., log(KDM ) = logK + logD� logM . The previousbest construction with degree D=poly(n) had entropy loss poly log(n). Inthis paper we construct a disperser with entropy loss only 3logn+O(1), asstated in the following theorem:Theorem 1.4. For every n;k and constant � there is a degree D=poly(n)explicit (K=2k; �) disperser G=(V =[N=2n];W =[
(KD=n3)];E).Additional randomness t Entropy loss ReferenceO(logn) polylogn [33]O(logn) 3 logn+O(1) this paperlogn+O(1) 
(1) lower bound [20]Table 2. Explicit dispersers with constant error.One consequence of our disperser is an almost optimal explicit depth-2super-concentrator, de�ned below.De�nition 1.5 (depth two super-concentrator). G = ((V1;V2;V3);E)is a depth two super-concentrator if G is a layered graph with three layers:input vertices V1, middle layer V2, and output vertices V3, and for all setsX � V1,Y � V3 of cardinality k, there are at least k vertex-disjoint pathsfrom X to Y .



LOSSLESS CONDENSERS, UNBALANCED EXPANDERS & EXTRACTORS 7Size ReferenceO�N �2poly(log logN)� [25]O(N �polylogN) this paperO�N � log2Nlog logN � lower bound, [20]Table 3. Explicit depth two super-concentratorsWe achieve optimal size up to polylogarithmic factors. A long line ofpapers had tried to solve this problem; the previous best result and our resultis summarized in Table 3. We obtain this result by plugging our disperserinto [40]. We also improve a hardness result of Umans [36], as described inSection 7.1.5. Unbalanced expanders with near-optimal expansionAn expander graph has the property that every not-too-large subset of thevertices has many neighbors, relative to its degree. Expanders have had nu-merous applications in computer science including network constructions [7],sorting [1,19], complexity theory [39], cryptography [9], and pseudorandom-ness [2]. Many of these applications require bipartite graphs, where onlysubsets on one side are required to expand.De�nition 1.6 (expander). A bipartite graph G=(V;W;E) is (K;c) ex-panding if for every A� V of cardinality at most K, j� (A)j � cjAj, where� (A) is the set of neighbors of A.The goal is to have the expansion factor c be as close as possible to theleft-degree T (T is the degree of all vertices in V ). Random graphs havec � T � (2 log jV j)= log jW j � o(1) if K < jV j:49. Yet for most applicationsrandom graphs are not useful; instead, explicit, deterministic constructionsare required.Historically, constructing explicit expanders has been quite di�cult. Theexplicit construction of constant degree expander graphs was a major break-through [15,8]. These explicit constructions relied on showing an upperbound on the second largest eigenvalue of the adjacency matrix correspond-ing to the graph. Kahale [13] showed that such methods cannot achievec>T=2. Yet some applications, such as [4,29,5] need c=(1=2+
(1))T , asthen the expander has the \unique neighbors property." This means thatfor any subset A of vertices, there are 
(jAj) vertices that are neighbors ofexactly one vertex in A.



8 AMNON TA-SHMA, CHRISTOPHER UMANS, DAVID ZUCKERMANPrior to our work the only method known for constructing graphs withsuch large expansion was to show that the graph has large girth [3]. However,this method doesn't appear to help when jV j � jW j, which is desired inthe above applications. As mentioned above, our lossless condensers areactually expander graphs with very strong expansion properties. This givesa new method for constructing unbalanced expanders with non-constant butrelatively small degree; we believe this approach and the following theoremare of independent interest.Theorem 1.7. For every positive constant � and function �= �(N) thereis an explicit family of degree T graphs G=(V =[N ];W =[M ];E) that are(K=2k;(1��)T ) expanding with either of the following parameters:1. T =polylogN and M=2(k=�)1+� ,2. T =2O((log logN)2) and M=2O(k=�).Using (2) with � = :01, for example, gives graphs with M � N c such thatevery set of size at most N c0 expands by :99T , where c and c0 are constants.We mention that after the publication of our work Capalbo et al. [6] con-structed explicit loss-less extractors for high-min-entropy and also explicitslightly unbalanced loss-less expanders with constant degree. NeverthelessTheorem 1.7 remains the best loss-less expander construction up to date forthe highly unbalanced case. 2. PreliminariesA probability distribution D on � is a function D : � ! [0;1] suchthat Px2�D(x) = 1. Un is the uniform distribution on f0;1gn. The vari-ation distance jD1 � D2j between two probability distributions on � is12Px2� jD1(x)�D2(x)j = maxS�X jD1(S)�D2(S)j. We say D1 is � closeto D2 if jD1�D2j��. The support of a distribution D is the set of all x forwhich D(x) 6=0. A distribution D is at over its support A�� if D(a)= 1jAjfor all a2A. If A is a set, we use A to also refer to the at distribution withsupport A, when this meaning is clear from context.IfD is a distribution and f a function, then f(D) denotes the distributionobtained by picking d according to the distribution D and evaluating f(d).Thus, e.g., E(X;Ut) denotes the distribution obtained by picking x accord-ing to the distribution X, picking y uniformly at random from f0;1gt, andevaluating E(x;y).



LOSSLESS CONDENSERS, UNBALANCED EXPANDERS & EXTRACTORS 92.1. Distinguishers, next-bit predictors and pseudorandomgeneratorsA distinguisher is a test that distinguishes between a given distribution andthe uniform distribution:De�nition 2.1 (distinguisher). A function D : f0;1gm ! f0;1g �-distinguishes a distribution X, if���� Prx X[D(x) = 1]� Pru Um[D(u) = 1]���� � �:A next-bit predictor is a special distinguisher that is able to predict wellthe i'th bit of x2X given the �rst i�1 bits of x, i.e.:De�nition 2.2 (next bit predictor). Let X be a distribution overf0;1gm. A function T : f0;1g<m!f0;1g is a next-bit predictor for X withsuccess p, if Pri2[m];x X[T (x1; x2; : : : ; xi�1) = xi] � p:Note that a next-bit predictor (or a distinguisher) need not be e�cient.Clearly, a next-bit predictor with success p = 1=2+ � (i.e., with \� ad-vantage") is in particular an �-distinguisher. Somewhat surprisingly, Yaoshowed a converse, that every distinguisher can be converted into a predic-tor. However, this converse is less tight. To see that, consider a distributionthat picks m bits independently, with each bit being one with probability1=2+�=m. Then, every next-bit predictor has at most an �=m advantage, andyet there exists an 
(�)-distinguisher. Yao's lemma says this is essentiallythe worst that can happen:Lemma 2.3 (Yao's next-bit predictor lemma). If random variable Y =(Y1;Y2; : : : ;Ym) distributed over f0;1gm is not �-close to uniform, then thereis a next-bit predictor for Y with success 12+ �m .Thus every distinguisher can be converted into a next-bit predictor, butwith a loss: an �-distinguisher translates to a next-bit predictor with only �madvantage. This loss is devastating for us, and one of the crucial componentsof our later constructions is a method for avoiding it.A pseudorandom generator takes a short random string and expands itto a long string that looks random to all small circuits.De�nition 2.4 (pseudorandom generator). A function G : f0;1gt !f0;1gm is a pseudorandom generator against size s circuits with � error ifthere is no size s circuit that �-distinguishes the distribution G(Ut). G ise�cient if it runs in time polynomial in its output length m.



10 AMNON TA-SHMA, CHRISTOPHER UMANS, DAVID ZUCKERMAN2.2. Extractors and condensersWe say a distribution X has min-entropy k, if no element x has probabilitymass larger than 2�k. Formally:De�nition 2.5 (min-entropy). The min-entropy of a distribution X isH1(X)=minaf� log2X(a)g.Though we deal primarily with min-entropy, some proofs will also requirethe usual notion of entropy:De�nition 2.6 (entropy). The entropy of a distribution X is H(X) =Pa�X(a) log2X(a). For p 2 [0;1], the binary entropy function is H(p) =�p logp�(1�p) log(1�p).For every distribution X, H1(X)�H(X), with equality i� X is at.De�nition 2.7 (condenser). Let C :f0;1gn�f0;1gt!f0;1gm.1. We say C is a (n;k1)!� (m;k2) condenser if for every distribution X withk1 min-entropy, C(X;Ut) is �-close to a distribution with k2 min-entropy.2. We say C is a strong (n;k1)!� (m;k2) condenser, if for every distributionX with k1 min-entropy, Ut �C(X;Ut) is �-close to a distribution Ut �Dwith t+k2 min-entropy.3. We say C is a (strong) lossless condenser if it is a (strong) (n;k)!� (m;k)condenser.Remark 2.8. Our de�nition of strong condenser is essentially equivalentto Raz's de�nition [21]: that the average, over y, of the distance of C(X;y)to a min-entropy k2-source is at most �. That Raz's de�nition implies oursis not hard. To see that ours implies Raz's, suppose Ut �C(X;Ut) is �-closeto Ut�D, which has min-entropy at least t+k2. Then conditional on Ut=y,D still has min-entropy at least k2. The rest follows easily.In this language we can de�ne an extractor as a special case of a condenser(compare with De�nition 1.1).De�nition 2.9 (extractor). Let E :f0;1gn�f0;1gt!f0;1gm. Then E isa (strong) (k;�)-extractor if it is a (strong) (n;k)!� (m;m) condenser.Both extractors and condensers are explicit if they can be computed inpolynomial time. In the de�nitions above, we may equivalently take thesource distribution X to be a at distribution. This follows from two stan-dard facts: (1) any distribution X with min-entropy k1 can be written as a



LOSSLESS CONDENSERS, UNBALANCED EXPANDERS & EXTRACTORS 11convex combination of at distributions with min-entropy k1; and (2) a con-vex combination of distributions that are �-close to distributions with min-entropy k2 is �-close to a single distribution with min-entropy k2. The ob-servation that at distributions su�ce will be used repeatedly in the proofsto follow. 3. Reconstructive pseudorandom generatorsIn the next two subsections we discuss the notion of so-called \reconstruc-tive" pseudorandom generators, �rst informally, and then formally to estab-lish the framework around which our condensers are built.3.1. An informal discussionIn this subsection we omit details and parameters, and ignore issues of worst-case vs. average-case hardness. In the next subsection we give a rigorous andformal treatment of this material.An e�cient pseudorandom generator (PRG) implies an explicit functionin the complexity class E that is hard for small non-uniform circuits [17].The converse is also true, but harder to prove. The �rst result of this kindis the Nisan{Wigderson (NW) construction [17] (that was later improved in[12,31,27,37]) that shows how to use a function in f 2E that is average-casehard for small circuits, to construct a PRG.The NW construction and later improvements are black-box construc-tions in the following sense. They start with an explicit function f :f0;1g`!f0;1g and construct from it a new function Gf :f0;1gt!f0;1gm (where thenotation is meant to indicate that G makes black-box oracle calls to f) andprove that if f is hard, then Gf is a PRG.Most importantly for us, this implication is proved by exhibiting a \re-construction" algorithm. Namely, the proof describes an e�cient \recon-struction" oracle Turing Machine R such that for every Boolean function2f : f0;1g`!f0;1g, if there is a small circuit C that �-distinguishes Gf (Ut),then there exists a short advice string z = A(f) such that RC(z; i) com-putes f(i). In particular the existence of R implies:Lemma 3.1 (informal, [17]). If f : f0;1g`!f0;1g is suitably hard thenGf is a pseudorandom generator.2 We treat a Boolean function and its truth-table interchangeably.



12 AMNON TA-SHMA, CHRISTOPHER UMANS, DAVID ZUCKERMANProof (sketch). If there is a small circuit C that �-distinguishes Gf (Ut),then by hardwiring the \correct" advice z=A(f), RC(z; i) is a small circuitcomputing f . The contrapositive then says that if f cannot be computed bysmall circuits, then Gf (Ut) is a PRG.The above result is conditional: if f is a hard function then Gf is aPRG. Trevisan showed that reconstructive PRG are strong enough to givean unconditional extractor construction:Lemma 3.2 (informal, [35]). E : f0;1g2` �f0;1gt ! f0;1gm de�ned byE(f;y)=Gf (y) is an extractor.Proof (sketch). Let n = 2` and let X � f0;1gn be a large subset. Weidentify f0;1gn with the set of all functions from f0;1g` to f0;1g. If E(X;Ut)is not close to uniform, then there exists a function C that �-distinguishesE(X;Ut). By averaging, we can even say that C �=2-distinguishes E(x;Ut),for many x 2 X. Therefore, for many x 2 X there exists a short advicestring z=A(x) for which RC(z; �) outputs x. The number of strings x withsuch short descriptions cannot exceed the number of possible advice strings.We conclude that if E(X;Ut) is not close to uniform, then X is small. Thecontrapositive says that if X is large, then E(X;Ut) is close to uniform; inother words, E is an extractor.In this paper we use the same argument in a di�erent way. Suppose wecould choose the parameters so that there is a function C that �-distinguishesE(x;Ut) for almost every x2X. The above argument shows that such stringsx can be identi�ed with their associated advice strings z=A(x). So we havea (nearly) one-to-one mapping between X and A(X); in other words, theadvice function A de�nes a lossless condenser! Clearly, the advice can not betoo short now { it must be at least as long as the entropy of X. However, ifz is still much shorter than n, we non-trivially condense the distribution X.This idea almost works, except for the following technical di�culty. Cur-rent reconstruction arguments, even given a perfect distinguisher, are notable to give a perfect reconstruction (i.e. one that works for all x 2 X).Instead, they �rst convert the distinguisher to a next-bit predictor with alossy conversion (see Lemma 2.3), and then use the next-bit predictor in thereconstruction. The loss in the conversion prevents us from getting a losslesscondenser.This leads us to de�ne \reconstructive extractors" using next-bit predic-tors directly rather than distinguishers; i.e., the guarantee is that if T is agood next-bit predictor, than RT is a good reconstruction procedure. Wethen show directly, that for a certain choice of parameters there is always agood (nearly perfect) next-bit predictor.



LOSSLESS CONDENSERS, UNBALANCED EXPANDERS & EXTRACTORS 13Summarizing, say Gf is a reconstructive PRG, with advice function A(f).Nisan and Wigderson [17] used it to deduce that if f is a hard function,than Gf is a PRG. Trevisan [35] used it to show that E(f;y)=Gf (y) is anextractor. We use it to show that A is a lossless condenser.3.2. A formal treatment: reconstructive extractorsWe �rst de�ne reconstructive extractors. The formalism in this section isadapted from [38].De�nition 3.3 (reconstructive extractor). A triple (E;A;R) of func-tions where:� E :f0;1gn�f0;1grE!f0;1gm is called the extractor function,� A :f0;1gn�f0;1grA!f0;1ga is called the advice function, and,� R :f0;1ga�f0;1grA�f0;1grR!f0;1gn is called the reconstruction func-tion.is a (p;q) reconstructive extractor if for every X�f0;1gn and every next-bitpredictor T :f0;1g<m!f0;1g for E(X;UrE ) with success p, we havePrx X;y;z�RT (A(x; y); y; z) = x� � q:We now have two claims. First, we claim that we can choose E such thatan almost perfect next-bit predictor exists, and second that whenever sucha predictor exists, A is a lossless condenser. We begin with:Lemma 3.4. Let E : f0;1gn � f0;1grE ! f0;1gm be a function, and letX�f0;1gn be a subset of cardinality at most 2k. Then, there exists a next-bit predictor T :f0;1g<m!f0;1g for E(X;UrE ) with success 1� k+rEm .The proof idea is that if m is much larger than the entropy of X, thenE encodes an input x from X with much redundancy, and hence a goodpredictor exists. We give the formal proof in Section 3.3.Our second claim is that if (E;A;R) is a reconstructive extractor, and ifa good next-bit predictor for E(X;UrE ) exists, then A(X;UrA) retains theentropy of X.Lemma 3.5. Let (E;A;R) be a (p;q=1� �) reconstructive extractor andX�f0;1gn a subset such that there exists a next-bit predictor T :f0;1g<m!f0;1g for E(X;UrE ) with success p. Then the distribution UrA �A(X;UrA)is O(�)-close to a distribution UrA �D with rA+log2 jXj min-entropy.



14 AMNON TA-SHMA, CHRISTOPHER UMANS, DAVID ZUCKERMANProof. Let us call a pair (x;y) with x2X and y2f0;1grA good if(1) Prz [RT (A(x; y); y; z) = x] > 1=2:Let G be the set of good pairs (x;y). Since Prx X;y;z[RT (A(x;y);y;z)=x]�1��, we obtain, by an averaging argument, that Prx X;y[(x;y)2G]�1�2�.Now notice that Equation (1) implies that if (x1;y) and (x2;y) are bothgood, then A(x1;y) 6=A(x2;y). This holds because if A(x1;y)=A(x2;y) thenPrz[RT (A(x1;y);y;z)=x2]>1=2, contradicting Equation (1). In particular,if we de�ne A0(x;y) = y �A(x;y), then A0 is one-to-one on the set of goodpairs G.However, as argued above, almost every element of X�f0;1grA is good,and so the at distribution on the set G is O(�)-close to the distributionX �UrA . In particular, the probability mass on elements of A0(X;UrA) withmultiple preimages is at most O(�) (since A0 is one-to-one on G). By re-distributing this mass, we obtain a distribution D �UrA with min-entropylog2 jXj+rA that is O(�)-close to A0(X;UrA), which proves the lemma.Combining Lemmas 3.5 and 3.4 we get our main theorem that the advicefunction of a reconstructive extractor (with long enough output length m)is a lossless condenser:Theorem 3.6. Assume the triple of functionsE : f0; 1gn � f0; 1grE ! f0; 1gmA : f0; 1gn � f0; 1grA ! f0; 1gaR : f0; 1ga � f0; 1grA � f0; 1grR ! f0; 1gnis a (1��;1��) reconstructive extractor. Then A is a strong (n;k)!O(�) (a;k)condenser, provided m� k+rE� .Proof. Let X � f0;1gn be an arbitrary subset of cardinality 2k. ByLemma 3.4 there exists a next-bit predictor T for E(X;UrE ) with 1�k+rEm =1�� success. By Lemma 3.5, UrA �A(X;UrA) is O(�)-close to a distributionwith min-entropy k+rA. Using the observation regarding at distributionsat the end of Section 2.2, we �nd that A is the desired lossless condenser.3.3. Forcing a next-bit predictorWe now prove Lemma 3.4, showing that if the extractor's output length mis much larger than the source entropy than a good next-bit predictor exists.We begin with:



LOSSLESS CONDENSERS, UNBALANCED EXPANDERS & EXTRACTORS 15Lemma 3.7 (strong next-bit predictor). If a distribution Y =(Y1;Y2;: : : ;Ym) over f0;1gm has entropy H(Y )� �m, then there is a next-bit pre-dictor T for distribution Y with success 1��.Proof. Let us denotepi;y1;:::;yi�1 = Pr�Yi = 1 jY1 = y1; : : : ; Yi�1 = yi�1�:Given i;y1; : : : ;yi�1, an optimal (and non-explicit) next-bit predictor Tpredicts 1 if pi;y1;:::;yi�1 is larger than half and 0 otherwise. The error of thisnext-bit predictor is Ei2[m];y2Y [min(pi;y1;:::;yi�1 ;1�pi;y1;:::;yi�1)], and we nowbound this term. We �rst notice thatmin(p; 1� p) � min(p; 1� p) log 1min(p; 1� p)� p log 1p + (1� p) log 11� p = H(p):It therefore follows thatEi2[m];y2Y [min(pi;y1;:::;yi�1 ; 1� pi;y1;:::;yi�1)] � Ei2[m];y2Y [H(pi;y1;:::;yi�1)]= 1m mXi=1 H(YijY1; Y2; : : : ; Yi�1)= 1mH(Y ) � �:as required.We are now ready to prove Lemma 3.4.Proof of Lemma 3.4. H(E(X;UrE ))�H(X)+H(UrE )�k+rE . If followsby Lemma 3.7 that the optimal next-bit predictor for E(X;UrE ) has successat least 1� k+rEm . 4. A concrete exampleThere are three existing constructions [35,34,27] meeting the requirementsof De�nition 3.3, and yielding lossless condensers whose parameters su�ceto prove Theorem 1.2. In this section we present one of these constructionsin our framework, due to Trevisan [35], based on the Nisan{Wigderson PRGconstruction [17], and with re�nements due to [23].



16 AMNON TA-SHMA, CHRISTOPHER UMANS, DAVID ZUCKERMAN4.1. The Trevisan reconstructive extractorThroughout this section, x is an element of the weak random source X,which is distributed over f0;1gn. The construction requires two ingredients:an asymptotically good [n;n;n=3] binary code C, and a combinatorial objectcalled a weak design, de�ned below:De�nition 4.1 (weak design [23]). A family of sets�=(S1;S2; : : : ;Sm)�[t] is a weak (`;�) design if1. 8i jSij=`, and2. 8i;Pj<i2jSi\Sj j�� �(m�1):We now describe the three functions (E;A;R).The extractor function. We are given input x (from the weak randomsource) and seed y. We �rst compute bx=C(x). We view bx as a functionbx :f0;1g`!f0;1g with `=logn.We use a weak (`;�) design (S1;S2; : : : ;Sm)� [t]. The seed length rE willbe t. We denote by yjSi the projection of y2f0;1gt onto the coordinatesin set Si� [t] (so yjSi 2f0;1g`).The i-th output bit of E(x;y) is the evaluation of the function bx at yjSi .Formally, E(x; y) = bx(yjS1) � bx(yjS2) � � � � � bx(yjSm):The advice function. We are given x (from the weak random source) anda seed y. We �rst compute bx=C(x) as with the extractor. We view y asbeing composed of two parts: i2 [m] and �2f0;1gt�` (so rA=logm+t�`).The output of A comprises the evaluations of bx on a subset of inputs thatis determined by i and �; we now describe what these inputs are.Each input in the set is an ` bit string that is determined by �, togetherwith j and an additional string , where j ranges over [i�1] and  rangesover all strings of length jSi\Sjj. Such a string is obtained by �rst writingdown the t-bit string that has � in coordinates [t]nSi,  in coordinatesSi\Sj, and zeros elsewhere, and then projecting onto coordinates Sj. Wedenote this �nal string w(�;j;). Note that w(�;j;) coincides with � onSj nSi, and it coincides with  on Sj\Si.Our advice function outputs the evaluations of bx on such strings for allj<i, and all 2f0;1gjSi\Sj j. Formally,A(x; i; �) = �bx(w(�; j; ))�j<i;2f0;1gjSj\Sij :The advice function A outputs a=Pj<i 2jSi\Sj j bits. By the weak-designproperty, for every i2 [m], Pj<i 2jSi\Sj j��m and so a��m.



LOSSLESS CONDENSERS, UNBALANCED EXPANDERS & EXTRACTORS 17The reconstruction function. In this case the reconstruction algorithm isdeterministic (so rR=0). Its two inputs are A(x; i;�), and the pair (i;�).The goal of the reconstruction function is to output x.We mirror the process used by A to compute its output. For each w 2f0;1g`, we write down the t-bit string y that has � in coordinates [t]nSiand w in the coordinates Si. Observe that for j < i, bj = bx(yjSj ) can befound in the advice A(x; i;�). We feed the bits b1; : : : ; bi�1 to the next-bit predictor T ; i.e., we compute z(w)=T (i;b1; b2; : : : ; bi�1). This gives aguess for the value of bx(yjSi) = bx(w). After obtaining guesses for all w,we output x for which bx(�) is closest (in Hamming distance) to z(�).Nisan and Wigderson [17] proved:Lemma 4.2 ([17]). For every constant �> 0, (E;A;R) described above isa (1��;1�10�) reconstructive extractor.Thus, applying Theorem 3.6, we obtainCorollary 4.3. Assume there exists a weak (` = logn = logn+O(1);�)design � = (S1;S2; : : : ;Sm) � [t] with m � k+t� that can be constructed inpoly(m;t) time. ThenA : f0; 1gn � f0; 1grA ! f0; 1gadescribed above is an explicit strong lossless (n;k)!O(�) (a;k) condenser,with a=�m=�k+t� and rA� t.Proof. We may assume that m�n| as the identity function is a condenserfor m�n. We can therefore verify that the seed length rA=logm+ t� `�logn+t�`= t (using that `=logn). The other parameters are immediate.We now want to see what parameters we get from the construction. Forthat we need to know how the weak-design parameters behave. Raz et al.[23] show:Lemma 4.4 ([23]). For every `;m and � � 1, there exists a weak (`;�)design �=(S1;S2; : : : ;Sm)� [t] that can be constructed in poly(m;t) time,where t = t(`; �) = 8><>:l `ln �m � ` � � 3=2;O�`2 log 1��1� 1 < � < 3=2;O(`2 logm) � = 1:Plugging in the parameters we get the following two condensers:



18 AMNON TA-SHMA, CHRISTOPHER UMANS, DAVID ZUCKERMANCorollary 4.5. For every n;k and � 2 (0; 12 ), A : f0;1gn�f0;1gt!f0;1gadescribed above is an explicit strong lossless (n;k) !O(�) (a;k) condenserwith either of the following two choices for parameters a and d:1. t=O(log3n) and a= k� .2. t=O(log2n) and a=O(k+log2 n� ).3. for any constant �>0, t=O(logn) and a=n� loge�k+O(logn)� �.Proof. (1) is obtained by taking �= 1 and noting that m� n (otherwisewe just output the original source). (2) is obtained by plugging in, say,�=4=3 into Corollary 4.3. (3) is obtained by plugging �=e�` into the samecorollary. 5. Composing condensersThe condenser of Corollary 4.5(3) uses O(logn) truly random bits andshrinks the source by a polynomial factor while preserving all of the entropy.We now take such a condenser and compose it with itself several times toget a much denser source. We �rst de�ne this composition.De�nition 5.1. Given two condensers� C1 :f0;1gn�f0;1gt1!f0;1gm1 , and� C2 :f0;1gm1�f0;1gt2!f0;1gm2we de�ne (C2 �C1) : f0;1gn�f0;1gt1+t2 !f0;1gm2 by (C2 �C1)(x;y1;y2) =C2(C1(x;y1);y2).Lemma 5.2 (condenser composition). Suppose C1 :f0;1gn�f0;1gt1!f0;1gm1 is a (strong) (n;k) !�1 (m1;k1) condenser, and C2 : f0;1gm1 �f0;1gt2!f0;1gm2 is a (strong) (m1;k1)!�2 (m2;k2) condenser. Then C2�C1is a (strong) (n;k)!�1+�2 (m2;k2) condenser.Proof. Let X�f0;1gn be a distribution with min-entropy k.In the non-strong case, the lemma is easy: C1(X;Ut1 ) is �1-close to adistribution X1 with k1 min-entropy, C2(X1;Ut2) is �2-close to a distributionwith k2 min-entropy, and therefore C2(C1(X;Ut1 );Ut2) is (�1+�2)-close to adistribution with k2 min-entropy.For the strong case, we start from the observation that Ut1�C1(X;Ut1 ) is�1-close to a random variable Ut1�D0 distributed on f0;1gt1�f0;1gm1 withmin-entropy at least t1+ k1. Note that for all y 2 f0;1gt1 , conditioned onUt1=y, D0 still has min-entropy at least k1. Therefore, conditioned on Ut1=



LOSSLESS CONDENSERS, UNBALANCED EXPANDERS & EXTRACTORS 19y, the distribution Ut1�Ut2�C2(D0;Ut2) is �2-close to a distribution havingmin-entropy t2 + k2. Replacing Ut1�D0 with Ut1�C1(X;Ut1 ) we concludethat Ut1�Ut2�C2(C(X;Ut1 );Ut2) is (�1+�2)-close to a distribution with min-entropy t1+ t2+k1+k2.We now analyze iterated composition of a condenser with itself manytimes. 5.1. Iterated compositionIf C = nCn :f0;1gn�f0;1gt(n)!f0;1gm(n)o is a family of (strong) lossless(n;k)!� (m(n);k) condensers, we can compose them repeatedly. Given n1;kand �>0, de�ne C(1)=Cn1 and, for i>1, de�neC(i) = Cn0 � C(i�1);where n0 is the output length of C(i�1). We now prove a lemma about iteratedcomposition:Lemma 5.3 (iterated composition). Fix n1;k, and �>0, and letC = nCn : f0; 1gn � f0; 1gt(n) ! f0; 1gm(n)obe a family of (strong) lossless (n;k)!� (m(n);k) condensers. Assume that8n� n1, we have t(n)� b logn (for some �xed b� 0) and m(n)� na� (forsome �xed a<1 and �>0). Then for all i�1,C(i) : f0; 1gn1 � f0; 1gt ! f0; 1gmis a (strong) lossless (n1;k)!i� (m;k) condenser, with� m�� 11�a �n(ai)1 , and,� t� b1�a logn1+ ib1�a log�.Proof. We use Lemma 5.2. The error accumulates additively and becomesi� as desired.Let ni be the input length of C(i) and let ti be the seed length of C(i).We know n1, and for i>1, we have ni�� �nai�1. Thusm � ni � ��a�a2 � � ��ai�1nai1 � � 11�anai1 :



20 AMNON TA-SHMA, CHRISTOPHER UMANS, DAVID ZUCKERMANFor the seed lengths, we have ti�b logni for all i�1. Therefore:t = iXj=1 tj � b iXj=1 log nj� ib1� a log(�) + b log n1 iXj=1 ai� ib1� a log(�) + b1� a log n1:Having that we can prove:Lemma 5.4. For every n;k, and �2 (0; 12), and every constant � > 0, thereexists an explicit strong lossless (n;k) !� (n0;k) condenser C : f0;1gn �f0;1gd!f0;1gn0 with t=O(logn) and n0=O((k� )1+�).Proof. First, we may assume that k� logn; otherwise the condenser men-tioned in [22] su�ces. Now we plug Corollary 4.5(3) into Lemma 5.3 asfollows.We choose �0=O( �log logn) and �=O(k=�0). We also set �0=�=2 and a=� log e= �02+�0 . By Corollary 4.5(3) there is a family of explicit strong lossless(n;k(n))!�0(n) (m(n);k(n)) condensers A : f0;1gn�f0;1gt(n) ! f0;1gm(n)with t(n)�b log(n) (for some constant b>1) and m(n)=na�.We now look at the composed condenser C=A(i) for i=log 1a 2logn�0 log� . ByLemma 5.3 C is a strong lossless (n;k)!i�0 (n0;k) condenser C : f0;1gn�f0;1gt!f0;1gn0 , withn0 � � 11�a � nai = �1+�0=2��0=2 = �1+�0 � O � k�0�1+�0! � O �k��1+�! :Also, t = b1� a log n+ ib1� a log�:We notice that b1�a is a constant, and that i = O(log lognlog�) = O( lognlog�).Therefore i log�=O(logn) and t=O(logn). Finally, i�0 =O(�0 log logn) =O(�).Finally, we can compose the condenser of Lemma 5.4 with the condenserof Corollary 4.5(2) to get:



LOSSLESS CONDENSERS, UNBALANCED EXPANDERS & EXTRACTORS 21Corollary 5.5. For every n;k, and � 2 (0; 12 ) there is an explicit stronglossless (n;k) !O(�) (n0;k) condenser C : f0;1gn � f0;1gt ! f0;1gn0 withn0=O(k� ) and t=O(logn+log2(k� )).5.2. Extractors for low min-entropyWe now get better extractors for low-min-entropies, and also prove Theo-rem 1.2, by �rst condensing the length n input to length k1+� , and thenapplying known extractors that work for sources with min-entropy that ispolynomial in the source length. We start with:Lemma 5.6 (composing an extractor and a condenser). Let C :f0;1gn�f0;1gd!f0;1gn0 be a (strong) lossless (n;k)!0� (n0;k) condenser,and let E :f0;1gn0�f0;1gt!f0;1gm be a (strong) (k;�) extractor. ThenE0 : f0; 1gn � f0; 1gd+t ! f0; 1gmde�ned by E0(x;y;z)=E(C(x;y);z) is a (strong) (k;�+�0) extractor.Proof. The proof is almost identical to the proof of Lemma 5.2 and we omitit. We can now prove Theorem 1.2.Proof of Theorem 1.2. Fix n and k = k(n) � pn. Using Lemma 5.2,compose:� A (strong) lossless (n;k)!�=k�1=2 (k2;k) condenser C :f0;1gn�f0;1gd!f0;1gk2 having d=O(logn), given by Lemma 5.4 and,� A (strong) (k;�(k2)) extractor E : f0;1gk2�f0;1gt(k2)!f0;1gm(k) givenin the statement of the theorem.This produces the desired extractor.As a corollary (Corollary 5.8 below), we obtain the extractors listed inTable 1. The second extractor we produce obtains constant entropy loss,and for that we need the following slight strengthening of a lemma of [40].Lemma 5.7 ([23]). Suppose E1 : f0;1gn�f0;1gt1 ! f0;1gm1 is a (k;�1)-extractor with entropy loss �1 and E2 : f0;1gn+t1 �f0;1gt2 !f0;1gm2 is a(�1�1; �2)-extractor with entropy loss �2. Then E(x;y1 �y2) =E1(x;y1)�E2(x�y1;y2) is a (k;2�1+�2)-extractor with entropy loss �2+1.



22 AMNON TA-SHMA, CHRISTOPHER UMANS, DAVID ZUCKERMANCorollary 5.8. For every n;k, and constant �>0, there exist explicit (k;�)extractors E :f0;1gn�f0;1gd!f0;1gm with the following parameters:1. for an arbitrary constant �>0, d=O(logn) and m=k1��.2. d=O(logn+log2 k(log logk)2) and m=k+d�O(1).Proof. For (1), we use Trevisan's extractor [35] with seed length O(logn)and output length k1�� in Theorem 1.2.We use an extractor from [24] with seed length t1=O(log2n(log logn)2)and output length k as the �rst extractor E1 in Lemma 5.7. The entropyloss �1 is just t1 for this extractor. We then use as the second extractorE2 in Lemma 5.7 a (k0=�1�1;O(1)) extractor from [23] with seed lengthO(log3n), and constant entropy loss. After applying Theorem 1.2, the seedlength of this extractor becomes O(logn+log3 k0). Altogether, we obtain aconstant-error extractor with seed lengthO�log2 n(log log n)2�+O�log n+ log�log2 n(log log n)2�3� =O�log2 n(log log n)2�and constant entropy loss. Plugging this into Theorem 1.2 one more timegives the claimed extractor.6. Dispersers with small entropy lossIn this section we construct the dispersers of Theorem 1.4.We use a technique from Nisan and Ta-Shma [16] to prove Theorem 1.4.Nisan and Ta-Shma showed how to obtain an e�cient somewhere randomextractor, which we de�ne soon. They then show how to get a disperserconstruction from a somewhere random extractor. We obtain Theorem 1.4by plugging our improved low-entropy extractors into this construction.6.1. A formal analysisWe start with the de�nition of somewhere random sources and somewhererandom extractors. Given a random source with k min-entropy, a (k;�) ex-tractor outputs a single distribution that is � close to uniform. In contrast, asomewhere random extractor outputs many distributions with the guaran-tee that at least one of them (and possibly only one) is �-close to uniform3.Thus, a somewhere random extractor is a weakening of the extractor notion.3 The formal de�nition is slightly di�erent.



LOSSLESS CONDENSERS, UNBALANCED EXPANDERS & EXTRACTORS 23De�nition 6.1 (somewhere random source). B = (B1; : : : ;Bb) is a(b;m) somewhere random source if each Bi is a random variable over f0;1gmand there is a random variable Y over [b] such that for every i2 [b] we have(BijY = i)=Um.De�nition 6.2 (somewhere random extractor). A function E :f0;1gn�f0;1gt ! (f0;1gm)b is a (k;�) somewhere random extractor if forevery distribution X with H1(X)�k we have that E(X;Ut) is �-close to a(b;m) somewhere random source.Nisan and Ta-Shma proved:Theorem 6.3 ([16]). Suppose E1 :f0;1gn�f0;1gt1!f0;1gt2 is an explicit(k1; �1) extractor and E2 : f0;1gn�f0;1gt2 ! f0;1gm is an explicit (k2; �2)extractor. Then for any s > 0 there is an explicit function E : f0;1gn �f0;1gt1 ! (f0;1gm)n that is a (k1 + k2 + s;�1 + �2 + 8n2�s=3) somewhererandom extractor.Plugging in our new extractors for low min-entropies we get:Lemma 6.4. For every n;k and constant � there is a (k;�) somewhererandom extractor S : f0;1gn�f0;1gt ! (f0;1gm)n with t = O(logn) andm=k+ t�(3 logn+O(1)).Proof. Let d(n;k) = O(logn+ log2 k(log logk)2) be the seed length of theextractor of Corollary 5.8 (2) for error �=4. The entropy loss of this extractoris a constant for constant �, so set � to be the entropy loss for error �=4.We de�ne: s = 3(log n+ log ��1 + 4)t2 = t(n; k)t1 = t(n; t2)k1 = t2 � t1 +�k2 = k � k1 � s:From Corollary 5.8 (2) we have the following explicit extractors:� a (k1; �=4) extractor E1 :f0;1gn�f0;1gt1!f0;1gt2 , and� a (k2; �=4) extractor E2 :f0;1gn�f0;1gt2!f0;1gk2+t2��.Plugging these extractors into Theorem 6.3, we obtain a (k;�) somewhererandom extractor:E : f0; 1gn � f0; 1gt1 ! �f0; 1gk+t1�s�2��n:Note that t1=O(logn) as required.



24 AMNON TA-SHMA, CHRISTOPHER UMANS, DAVID ZUCKERMANNisan and Ta-Shma proved that a somewhere random extractor isstronger than a disperser. Namely,Lemma 6.5 ([16]). Let �<1 and let E :f0;1gn�f0;1gt! (f0;1gm)b be a(k;�) somewhere random extractor, where E(x;y) =E1(x;y)� � � � �Eb(x;y).Then the function D :f0;1gn�f0;1gt+log b!f0;1gm de�ned byD(x; y; i) = Ei(x; y)is a (k;�) disperser.Plugging the somewhere random extractor of Lemma 6.4 into Lemma 6.5proves Theorem 1.4.7. An application to hardness of approximationUmans [36] showed that the following �p2 optimization problem is �p2-hardto approximate to within an s1=5�� factor, for any constant �>0, where s isthe size of the instance:Succinct Set Cover: given m subsets of f0;1gn whose union isf0;1gn, speci�ed succinctly as the ones of 3-DNFs �1;�2; : : : ;�m, whatis the minimum cardinality cover? i.e., what is the smallest set I� [m]for which _i2I�i�1.The main combinatorial objects used in the proof are dispersers. In fact,the exponent in the hardness ratio depends in a straightforward way onthe parameters of the disperser used in the reduction. Speci�cally, Umansshowed:Theorem 7.1 ([36]). Suppose there exist explicit (K=2k;1=2) dispersersG=(=[N =2n];W =[M =2m];E) with degree D=2d, and 
(logn)�k;d�m�O(logn). Set r=1�(d+logn)=m. Then Succinct Set Cover is �p2-hardto approximate to within sr��, for any constant �>0, where s is the size ofthe instance.Prior to this work, the best inapproximability factor (of s1=5��) wasachieved using the extractors of [30], which use a seed of length 4k+O(logn)to extract k+d�O(1) bits with constant error. Picking k= c logn in thatconstruction gives r!1=5 as c goes to in�nity.To achieve an inapproximability factor of s1��, which is optimal up tolower order terms, one needs an extractor (or disperser) for very low min-entropy k = O(logn), that extracts at least k bits, with a seed length ofO(logn) that has a sublinear dependence on k. Theorem 1.2 applied to anextractor from [23] gives us the required object, which allows us to prove:



LOSSLESS CONDENSERS, UNBALANCED EXPANDERS & EXTRACTORS 25Theorem 7.2. Succinct Set Cover is �p2 -hard to approximate to withins1��, for any constant �>0, where s is the size of the instance.Proof. Let E : f0;1gn�f0;1gd ! f0;1gm be the explicit (k = c logn;1=4)extractor from [23] with seed length d=O(log3n) and output length m=k+d�O(1). Applying Theorem 1.2, we obtain an explicit (k;1=2) extractorE0 :f0;1gn�f0;1gd0!f0;1gm with d0=O(logn+log3 k) (the hidden constanthere is independent of k). Plugging this extractor into Theorem 7.1 givesr = 1� (d0 + logn)=m � 1�O(logn+ log3 k)=k, which approaches 1 as capproaches in�nity.Plugging this new extractor into [36] in the same way as above givesimproved inapproximability results for a number of other problems studiedin that paper. 8. Unbalanced expandersAll of our constructions of (strong) lossless (n;k)!� (n0;k) condensers Chave the property that C is also a (strong) lossless (n;k0)!� (n0;k0) con-denser for all k0 � k. This is because we prove our constructions are con-densers using Lemma 3.4, which guarantees a predictor in certain circum-stances, and Lemma 3.5. When the min-entropy of the source is less than k,the optimal predictor (and hence the reconstruction function) can only dobetter, leading to even more e�cient preservation of the min-entropy in theoutput of C.Condensers that have this extra property are equivalent to unbalancedexpanders. We �rst prove this equivalence, and then prove Theorem 1.7 byplugging in speci�ed condenser constructions from earlier in the paper.Theorem 8.1. Let C :f0;1gn�f0;1gt!f0;1gn0 be a function. The bipartitegraph G=(V =[2n];W =[2t�2n0 ];E) de�ned by(x; y; z) 2 E , E(x; y) = zis (K = 2k;(1� �)2t)-expanding with degree 2t if and only if C is a stronglossless (n;k0)!� (n0;k0) condenser for all k0�k.Proof. In the forward direction, let X be a subset of V with jXj�2k. SinceG is (1��)2t expanding, we know that the distribution D=Ut�C(X;Ut) hassupport of cardinality at least (1� �)2tjXj, which implies that D is �-closeto a distribution with min-entropy t+log2 jXj= t+H1(X), as required.In the other direction, let X be a subset of f0;1gn with jXj � 2k. Weknow that the distribution D = Ut �C(X;Ut) is �-close to a distribution
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